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background...



served as chief scientist @ Valtech
helped create “agile offshore”
 lived in Bangalore (Bengaluru)
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coach/consultant for 
large-scale & multisite &
 “offshore” Scrum

... + ...
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customer collaboration
over

contract negotiation





the traditional “Contract Game” 
between client and service 

provider?



The Scrum Product Owner is from the the 
client and they have ROI responsibility -- 

they are an investor.

The client PO interacts directly & regularly 
with the provider Teams, not via 

intermediaries such as a project manager.



the client Product Owner steers the 
choice of features each Sprint and is 
ultimately responsible for the release 

goal (since they have the steering 
wheel), rather than the provider



The end of the “contract game” and 
provider “manages the release”; 

e.g., no “managed service”



“offshore”
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offshore issues

different culture and language 

knowledge/requirements transfer 

short-term projects rather than long-term product 
development 

a heightened sense of us-them 

fixed price, fixed scope 

skill differentials 

super-/subordinate relationships 

CMMI



“offshore” is used to suggest 
lower-cost locations in another 
country, usually with different 

language and culture



framing



both clients and traditional 
offshore people and  usually 
(incorrectly) think “agile” = 

iterative & evolutionary (i.e., not 
the waterfall)



sales guide for your sales 
people and your prospects



kickoff “agile workshop” for 
new clients



interactions



matchmakers, not intermediary 
“project managers”



“seeing is believing”

do most meetings with cheap, in-team-room video solutions

helps forms human relationships and helps with language/
accent problems

(audio channel via phone?)



24x7 “room cams” in each site



client visits offshore team before Sprint 1



team works onshore Sprint 1



rotating ambassador-matchmakers both sides 



translator offshore, on team?



only hire teams where 
everyone can speak English 

well; evaluate them



onshore clients participate in 
Sprint Retrospective



avoid believing “yes” 

ask open questions



PO encourages “no”



requirements



simple, narrow tasks 
to offshore

challenging, “whole”, 
creative features



offshore vision and domain 
workshop at start



This hand-off waste (and process design) is undesirable but 
often unavoidable in offshore outsourced development, when 

the requirement donor is in another country



offshore requirement 
workshops each Sprint



adaptive requirements 
documentation styles



frequent onshore UI prototypes (created 
with users) with paper and “PowerPoint”, 

shared or created with offshore teams



semi-detailed onshore 
documentation, each Sprint?



semi-detailed onshore 
documentation with ATDD



documents (Word, ...)



commercial 
requirement tools



design



look at the code in-depth, 
early and frequently; 

respond!



onshore experts 
dictate the design

onshore experts 
coach and review



simple, narrow tasks 
to offshore

challenging, “whole”, 
creative features ->

coach them



test



semi-detailed onshore 
documentation with ATDD



if client must do manual UAT, 
then, each do it each Sprint



if must do manual UAT, then, 
pre-UAT after each item



teams & misc



stable offshore teams



simple titles map to 
special titles



encourage the team to 
say “no”



a real ScrumMaster 
intent on real self-
organization, not a 
project manager



partnership & 
culture



if high attrition, agile 
coaching center



agile coaches from 
outside the site



onshore 
“management”

+
offshore development



equal partners



offshore a function (e.g., 
testing)

offshore cross-
functional team



offshore component 
development

offshore feature 
development



onshore cultural 
favoritism (e.g., 
ignoring foreign 

holidays or hours)



providers who have 
the “4 year 

programmer problem”



environment does not 
“walk the talk”



Before

After



CMMi



ignore certifications, 
assessments, and CMMi

Go & See, 
look at the code!!!!



tools



commercial tools



commercial 
contracts
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educate the contract lawyers in agile & lean 
values, how Scrum works, the implications of 
PSPI each Sprint, the implications of client 

PO adaptively steering, silo mentality, 
systems thinking, & the “incentives mistake”

(they read the “Contracts” chapter and its 
recommended readings list, attend a CSM, etc.)



avoid “incentives” and “penalties”



Potentially Shippable Product 
Increment every Sprint changes 

many of the dynamics, 
assumptions, and risks



termination at end of any Sprint



payment & pricing...
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payment & pricing

pay per Sprint

how to deal with acceptance?

some holdback until end if a 
shared pain-gain model
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payment & pricing

T&M: nice, simple model

variations...

capped T&M per release

capped T&M per iteration (Sprint)

capped T&M per iteration, with 
shared gain adjustment if below cap
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payment & pricing

fixed price per iteration

fixed price per unit of work 

relative points, use-case points, 
function points, ...

may be calibrated/customized 
after a few iterations
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payment & pricing

pay per use

shared pain/gain models

target-cost...
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shared pain/gain: Target-Cost Contracts

1. In collaboration between customer and supplier, 
identify, analyze, and estimate “all” requirements.

2. In collaboration, estimate the cost of change, or 
scope increase, during the project. This is 
important; target-cost contracts must 
“realistically” account for overall cost, and change

3. From these two elements, establish the target cost. 
4.Calculate target profit, based on target cost (for 

example, 15% of target cost). 
5. Share all details and results with customer (this is 

important).
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target-cost contracts



target-cost contracts
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shared pain/gain: Discounted ...

discounted T&M, for variation 
from original estimate...
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discounted T&M, for variation from original estimate

 assume a standard person-day rate of $500, 
35,000 person days, and estimate of 
$17,500,000. The supplier offers a discounted 
rate of $150, on +/- variations

(35000*500)+(5000*150)



contract variations...
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contract variations

variable-price, variable-scope

capped-price, variable-scope

starts in tentative backlog

common at Valtech India

capped-price, partially-fixed-scope

fixed-price, variable-scope
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 Multi-Phase Variable-Model Contracts

vary the model, as trust or risk 
changes. e.g.,

1. Phase 1—Fixed-price, fixed-
duration, variable-scope

2.Phase 2—Progressive contract, 
T&M per iteration, release cap, 
fixed duration
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